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Veicolo in buone condizioni generali Autocarro. Suv in buono stato: invio foto a veri interessati.
Preferisco contatto telefonico al [Numero di telefono]. Isuzu trooper 3. Eventuali danni sono
visibili nelle foto. La Mattiauda Motors S. Buone condizioni generali isuzu d-max tdi cv doppia
cabina 5 posti pick-up 4wd cambio automatico meccanicamente buono carrozzeria come da
foto gommato benissimo vano carico ottimo interni ottimi. Veicolo in ottime condizioni,non
presenta ruggine,cambio automatico perfettamente funzionante,interni e carrozzeria
OK,meccanica OK. Omaggio Hard top. Nota bene: la dotazione tecnica e gli accessori indicati
nella presente scheda potrebbero non coincidere con l'effettivo equipaggiamento del veicolo a
causa della non uniformit dei dati pubblicati dai diversi portali. Il mezzo e' funzionante ma
presenta problemi al cambio potrebbe essere un problema del gruppo frizione.. Ottime
condizioni generali unico proprietario isuzu 75 q pieno carico cilindrata cv euro 6 fap furgone in
playwood e sponda posteriore caricatrice da 10 quintali elefantcar portata utile 33 quintali
perfetto in tutto tenuto mania Marca e Modello. Non selezionato 10 km 20 km 30 km 40 km 50 km
75 km km km km km km km. Carburante Benzina. Emissioni Euro 6. Euro 5. Euro 4. Euro 3. Euro
2. Euro 1. Euro 0. Tipo di usato Epoca. Auto Aziendale. Veicolo Dimostrativo. Immatricolazione
Da A Chilometri Da 5. Cambio Automatico. Colori interni. Design interni Pelle integrale. Pelle
parziale. Numero di porte 2 o 3. Climatizzatore Automatico. Senza climatizzatore. Veicoli
incidentati Nascondi incidentati Mostra solo incidentati Mostra anche incidentati. Assetto
Trazione integrale. Cerchi in lega. Sedili sportivi. Pacchetto sport. Sospensione sportiva.
Comfort Veicolo per non fumatori. Alzacristalli elettrico. Antifurto immobilizer. Chiusura
centralizzata. Cruise control. Regolazione elettrica del sedile. Riscaldamento ausiliario. Sedili
riscaldati. Sensore di pioggia. Sensori parcheggio. Specchietto laterale elettrico. Tettuccio
apribile. Tettuccio panoramico in vetro. Luci Sensore di luce. Fari xenon. Illuminazione
adattativa. Luci diurne. Multimedia Volante multifunzione. Computer di bordo. Display head-up.
Interfaccia MP3. Kit vivavoce. Lettore CD. Navigatore satellitare. Sicurezza Servosterzo.
Controllo trazione. Airbag Qualsiasi Airbag conducente Airbag anteriori Airbag anteriori e
laterali Airbag anteriori e laterali e di altro tipo. Trasporto Sacca per gli sci. Accesso disabili.
Gancio traino. Isofix fissaggio seggiolino per bambini. Portabagagli a tetto. L'usato selezionato
di FCA. Ford Approved. Jaguar Approved. Land Rover Approved. Maserati Approved. Varie
Taxi. Filtro antiparticolato. Libretto manutenzioni. IVA deducibile. Morano Calabro CS.
Sant'Arcangelo PZ. Mogliano Veneto TV. Villa Carcina BS. Udine UD. Bra CN. Giugliano in
Campania NA. Castiglione Torinese TO. Vigevano PV. Faenza RA. Badia Polesine RO.
Valbrembo BG. Vigarano Mainarda FE. Roma RM. Frosinone FR. Conegliano TV. Indietro 1 2 3.
The Isuzu Faster is a pick-up truck that was manufactured and marketed by Isuzu between and
over three generations. The regular wheelbase models were designated "20", while "25" referred
to the longer version. Derived from the Isuzu Florian , the Faster shared many components,
including doors and the front-end assemblage. It served as a replacement for the Isuzu Wasp , a
pickup version of the Bellett which preceded the Florian. Both single and twin headlamp front
fascia designs were produced. Due to the exterior dimensions, and engines offered were found
to be in compliance with Japanese regulations , the platform was classed in the favorable
"compact" designation, and competed with other Japanese made products sold in Japan at the
time. The Isuzu Faster used a traditional pickup truck chassis with a ladder frame and a leaf
spring live axle rear suspension. At the front, the A-arm suspension used an independent
configuration. In a four-wheel drive version became available, with the KB40 chassis code but
sold under the "Faster Rodeo" label in Japan. There was also a double cab on the longer
chassis version. Sales ended in when the second generation was introduced. The engine used
in most markets was a carbureted 1. Responsibility of sales in North America was delegated to
General Motors. The only engine was a 1. The LUV's exterior was updated slightly for the model
year, but the first major update came in the model year, when a three-speed automatic
transmission option and front disc brakes were added. The addition of four-wheel drive for
brought the LUV to the attention of Motor Trend magazine, and earned it their second " Truck of
the Year " award. The LUV was the first four-wheel-drive minitruck available and set a new
trend. The second generation was more commonly marketed worldwide under the Isuzu label
either as the "Isuzu KB" or just plain "Pick Up". It continued to use the "Rodeo" suffix for the
four-wheel drives. The second generation model was the first Isuzu pickup offered in three cab
styles: single cab, double cab and "Space Cab" "Sports Cab" in some markets. Holden in
Australasia distributed the second generation Isuzu Faster between January and August as the
first generation or KB series " Holden Rodeo ", for which production started in December All
models featured a floor- or column-mounted four-speed synchromesh manual transmission
coupled with the 1. At the same time a new upmarket "LS" model was issued coded KB28 , fitted
with a 2. The model from July the same year [13] signaled another facelift, the release of the
two-door Space Cab body style, the debut of a new 2. Versions with unique local specifications

were assembled in New Zealand at GM's Trentham assembly plant. These were also badged as
Holdens. In subsequent years continental markets saw a switch to Isuzu badging as General
Motors stopped using the Vauxhall and Bedford brands outside of the United Kingdom.
Two-wheel-drives were also available on a long wheelbase not offered in combination with
four-wheel-drive. The United States continued to receive the Faster under the "Chevrolet LUV"
name for the second generation, introduced in for the model year. After the model year, General
Motors stopped selling the Chevrolet LUV although many '82s lingered on forecourts into the
next year in the United States in favor of their own S compact pickup. Meanwhile, Isuzu had sold
their version in parallel with the LUV since their entry to the US market, under the name "Isuzu
P'up" short for "pickup". Isuzu's version received another grille and other differences to set it
apart from the LUV, not the least of which is the giant "ISUZU" block letters on the tailgate.
Four-wheel drive was available with either engine but only in short-wheelbase form, [23] though
some 4WD long-wheelbase diesel are known to exist, possibly dealer-installed or aftermarket
conversions. Because of technology-sharing agreement between GM and Isuzu, the diesel was
also offered with the LUV's replacement until Later, the gasoline engine was upgraded to
Isuzu's 1. For , the P'up gained a "Spacecab" extended cab model. Also new was the option of a
2. Manufactured in Colombia from Japanese complete knock down CKD sets, these models
entered production in to be exported to other South American countries, continuing on until the
release of the TF series in At the start, the versions assembled were the K and K For the third
generation TF , introduced in , the domestic Japanese lineup was divided into two, with the
"Faster" label used on rear-wheel drive versions with four-wheel drives now sold as the Isuzu
Rodeo. Rodeo became the name used in most markets for this car, but the profusion of labels
for different markets continued. The Isuzu was also sold in mainland Europe along with the Opel
Campo. License built copies have been sold as the Jinbei SY10 series, Foton Aoling T-Series in
China, where the car has served as a basis for innumerable local copies, authorized and
unauthorized. In Japan, two-wheel drive versions were called "Isuzu Faster", with the "Rodeo"
name reserved for four-wheel drive units. In , an updated version of the 4JB1 2. Japanese sales
ended in without replacement, although export markets continued to receive the vehicle until
replaced by the D-Max from This was the popular 4WD version which gave offroad accessibility
and comfort. This option only came in the 2. There was no automatic options offered. The TF
series received a facelift in Styling was changed, with a more rounded look at the front, and a
new-look dash similar to that used in the to model Isuzu Wizard. In China, where the TF is still
built by Isuzu's local joint venture partner Qingling Motors , it received a second facelift at the
beginning of Holden introduced the TF series into Australia in , branded as the Holden Rodeo,
following on from the name of the previous Isuzu based light truck sold by the brand in
Australia. The Holden Rodeo was initially available with a 2. Body styles offered were a two-door
single cab, a two-door SpaceCab , with space for two small jump-seats rarely if ever fitted in
Australia behind the front passengers, and a four-door Crewcab , with space for the driver and
four passengers. The facelifted model year Holden Rodeo came with a new trim level, LT Sport,
available as a four-wheel Crewcab only. Airbags for the driver and front passenger also became
an option. By the 2. This engine was available in both rear- and four-wheel-drive. The
rear-wheel-drive version had the same chassis, and thus ride-height as the four-wheel-drive, but
without the transfer case and front axle. The 3. Accordingly, this engine was the most popular
engine in the Rodeo, and the Rodeo sold very well overall, near the sales numbers of the Toyota
Hilux , traditionally the best-selling commercial vehicle in Australia. The Holden Rodeo was
updated once again in for the model year, with a new diesel engine, a 3. The update was also
accompanied by minor styling changes, such as clear indicator lenses, and a different grille. It
was also sold as the "Isuzu Campo. These received the same updates as did the Isuzu TF in
general markets, and a variety of body styles were available, usually coupled with diesel
engines. Produced at Lafayette, Indiana , Isuzu continued on with the TF until when it was finally
replaced with the Hombre a badged-engineered Chevrolet S There was also a heavier, work
oriented one-tonne model available. The Chilean assembling works began in , [26] meanwhile in
Colombia commenced in , [31] In the assembling process, the local parts usage percentage was
high and important for the LUV manufacturing process. The Grand Adventure was a wagon
version of the TF series pickup. In October ; was ceased the Isuzu Faster Chilean manufacture.
In Colombia, the Isuzu Faster has ceased its production in The last Faster rolled off the
assembly line on May 8, In both countries, the Isuzu Faster was replaced by the Isuzu D-Max ,
these firsts units were assembled only in Ecuador and later from vehicles coming from Thailand
onwards. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Double cab 4-door pickup using
Isuzu Florian rear doors. Gasoline : 1. Retrieved 6 May Bedford Vehicles. Retrieved 9 October
More than ever, Your kind of pick-up. Japan: Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association. The
reputation and recognition of this little utility grew over time until in , the Chevrolet name was

deleted and the Isuzu nameplate was used instead. Late in , KB received a major facelift
[redesign]. With new sheetmetal, the opportunity was taken to re-badge the car yet again â€”
this time as Holden Rodeo. John Mellor. Archived from the original on 8 October Retrieved 8
May Cato Institute. Retrieved 13 April Crain Press Inc. All versions were offered with a cc petrol
or cc diesel powerplant. The transmission was a 4-speed all-synchro manual gearbox with floor
or column shift. The upmarket LS model coded KB28 has a cc petrol engine, coupled to a
5-speed manual transmission. Also for , a new 2. All Rodeos now had a 5-speed floor-shift
manual transmission as standard. The following year, the KB series Rodeo received its final
facelift, identified by the distinctive open rectangular grille design. De AutoGids in Dutch.
Brussels, Belgium: Uitgeverij Auto-Magazine. Popular Mechanics. Hearst Magazines. Isuzu in
the Philippines". Retrieved 25 July Retrieved 1 September Fleet Owner. FM Business
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Wikimedia Commons. Second generation Isuzu P'up U. Front-engine, rear-wheel drive
Front-engine, four-wheel drive. Isuzu D-Max Isuzu Hombre. Isuzu TF 4-door pickup Italy. Isuzu
Wizard first generation Isuzu Panther. L cc Isuzu C Diesel China. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Isuzu Faster. Subcompact car. Compact car. Florian SII. Statesman de Ville.
Compact pickup. Compact SUV. Florian Aska. Aska CX. Large MPV. Rodeo Sport. Trooper
3-door. Mid-size SUV. Compact pick-up. Mid-size pick-up. Light commercial vehicle. Geminett II.
In total, there were two generations of this vehicle: the first, produced between and ; and the
second UBS produced between and , with a substantial refresh in Production ended in The
Trooper began as a rather basic and somewhat underpowered on- and off-road vehicle, offered
only with four-cylinder motor, four-speed manual transmission , and part-time four-wheel drive.
The first generation evolved to add both amenities and luxuries, including optional
air-conditioning, power windows, and a more powerful V6 engine. The second generation was
even more refined and available in two-wheel drive as well as four-wheel drive. The
first-generation Trooper was available as a three-door wagon or a soft top with independent
front suspension. Soon, a five-door version of the long wheelbase model appeared. The soft-top
model sold slowly and did not last long. In the Japanese market, the car was originally
introduced as the " Isuzu Rodeo Bighorn", but the "Rodeo" part of the name was soon dropped.
Early engines included a 1. The four-wheel-drive system was engaged by operating a
three-position shifter adjacent to the transmission shifter. Both Aisin manual-locking and
Isuzu's own auto- locking hubs were employed. Apart from higher power, changes to the
previous engine included a Kevlar timing belt replacing the previous chain, and a larger
two-barrel carburetor. It was not a popular option because of the low power generated, and
furthermore is notorious for a weak bottom end, the connecting rods not originally designed for
the increased thermal and mechanical stress of forced induction. Because of those problems,
Isuzu North America changed to the larger 4ZE1 four-cylinder petrol unit for and used the
standard 2. In , the rectangular headlights were introduced. In , an optional General Motors 2.
Later first-generation models offered an optional four-speed automatic transmission. Models
from to were equipped with live rear axles and four-wheel disc brakes. The turbocharged 2. All
of these short wheelbase Troopers were equipped with 2. Automatic and manual transmissions
were offered. In Central America, Troopers were offered with removable roofs and a higher
wheel clearance. Powertrain options included the Isuzu 2. The Trooper was also sold in
Australia and New Zealand as the Holden Jackaroo , named after an Australian slang term for a
young man working on a sheep or cattle station. The standard Trooper was also sold under the
Isuzu nameplate in New Zealand only. Around a two-wheel-drive version called the Chevrolet
Stallion was developed there; it has the Trooper's body on the chassis of a rear-wheel-drive
Chevrolet LUV. It also has a rigid front axle instead of the Trooper's independent design. While
similar to a Trooper in many ways it was a simpler vehicle and has bodywork partially made of
fibreglass. In Venezuela was known as Caribe It used the same 2. This also meant that all
previous engine options were replaced by a 2. The Family was discontinued in , as the next
generation Korando was presented. In for the model year, Isuzu completely redesigned the
Trooper to keep pace with changes in the SUV marketplace, making it larger, more powerful,
and more luxurious. A SOHC 3. Most models still used a part-time four-wheel-drive system,
which required stopping the vehicle to engage and disengage the front axle. Starting in model
year , some Troopers came with a "shift-on-the-fly" engagement system. It was offered as a
more rugged and fuel-efficient option for towing and heavy-duty operation, relative to the
standard 3. The diesel-powered Jackaroo was available with a five-speed manual transmission
and manual front hubs only coupled to a part-time four-wheel drive system with open front and
limited slip rear differentials. The 3. The same diesel engine was also available in the UK and

other markets with a belt-driven overhead camshaft, which developed slightly more power. After
, and the introduction of the "4JX1" 3. Around the same period, Isuzu and Honda established a
working relationship [5] that saw Honda sell a rebadged Trooper. European and Asian buyers
could opt for the diesel engine option of the 4JG2 3. A Borg-Warner torque-on-demand "TOD"
all-wheel-drive system was introduced, along with freshened styling. The grille was redesigned
again for the model year. Transmission options included a five-speed manual transmission, the
Aisin AR5 [6] and the electronically controlled 4L30E four-speed automatic. The 4l30E was fitted
with both a "power" shift feature allowing the gearbox to take better advantage of the engine's
power by adjusting the shifting nature and a "winter" mode permitting third gear starts for
added stability in slippery conditions. The suspension consisted of a fully independent torsion
bar front suspension, and a multilink coil sprung rear suspension integrated with a solid rear
axle. While US-spec Troopers came only equipped with five seats, elsewhere in the world a
seven-seater version was also offered. Optional on all models was a rear limited slip differential.
In the US the three-door RS model was sold only from to The Trooper LS and S models offered
Known as the Skyroof Edition, it came in a rear-wheel-drive configuration with anti-lock brakes,
a limited slip differential, billet-type radiator grille, and large power moonroof. Other standard
options included leather seats, wood trim, and a VCD entertainment system. It was later
succeeded by the Isuzu Alterra. The SLX omitted some of the options available on Troopers
from concurrent model years, including the manual transmission and certain engines. From to
the SLX was only available with the 3. The SLX received a restyled front end for the model year,
but continued to sell poorly and was ultimately discontinued after It is said that sales were
affected by bad press when the to models were rated "Not Acceptable" by Consumer Reports
for their tendency to roll over during testing see Rollover Controversy, below. Called the
Monterey, the plate lasted until on the continent as an Opel and from to in Great Britain, where
the Vauxhall badge was used, but it was not a strong seller and was withdrawn from sale a year
before the Opel version on the continent. The Monterey name also saw use by Holden in
Australia, at first from as the top equipment level V6 only for what was there called the
Jackaroo, but later as a standalone nameplate for the more luxurious part of the range. The
second-generation Trooper received negative press in the United States when the â€” models
were rated "Not Acceptable" by Consumer Reports for an alleged tendency to roll over under
testing. Media related to Isuzu Trooper at Wikimedia Commons. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Quattroruote: Tutte le Auto del Mondo in Italian. Milano: Editoriale
Domus S. Retrieved 2 December Sell time: ' Isuzu in Malaysia". Retrieved 25 July Auto World.
Archived from the original on 23 February Press Release. Tokyo: Honda. Retrieved 30
November Retrieved 28 October Retrieved 27 August Los Angeles Times. The Daily Courier.
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Wikimedia Commons. Second generation Isuzu Trooper United States. Japan: Fujisawa,
Kanagawa Fujisawa Plant. Mid-size SUV. Subcompact car. Compact car. Florian SII. Florian
Aska. Aska CX. Large MPV. Compact SUV. Rodeo Sport. Trooper 3-door. Compact pick-up.
Mid-size pick-up. Light commercial vehicle. Geminett II. Cars Astra Corsa Insignia. City car.
Agila A. Agila B. Corsa A. Corsa B. Corsa C. Corsa D. Corsa E. Corsa F. Small family car. Kadett
D. Astra F. Astra G. Astra H. Astra J. Astra K. Large family car. Ascona B. Ascona C. Vectra A.
Vectra B. Insignia A. Insignia B. Executive car. Omega A. Omega B1. Omega B2. Luxury car.
Senator A. Senator B. Tigra A. Manta B. Tigra TwinTop B. GT Roadster. Meriva A. Compact MPV.
Meriva B. Zafira A. Zafira B. Zafira Tourer C. Mini SUV. Mokka A. Mokka B. Frontera A. Frontera
B. Kadett Combo. Combo B. Combo C. Combo D. Combo E. Bedford Blitz. Vivaro A. Vivaro B.
Vivaro C. Movano A. Movano B. PSA platform. Full-size luxury car. Chairman H. Chairman W.
Korando I. Korando II. Korando III. Korando IV. Rexton I. Rexton II. Rexton III. Musso Sports I.
Actyon Sports. Musso Sports II. Rodius I. Rodius II. Please help I need to know in what
sequence the blue, yellow and green wires must sit into the female plug of my , 3,0L D- teq,The

teminals pulled out of the female plug by accident when I remove the starter. A flash code
repeats. I cannot find this vehicle on the Internet so can you suggest what this code means
please? Buenas noches, tengo un isuzu rodeo motor 2. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This
site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Skip to content.
If only one diagnostic trouble code is stored, the DTC will repeat continuously until test leads
are disconnected. If more than one diagnostic trouble code is stored, each DTC will repeat three
times, starting with the lowest, then proceed to the next DTC. Locate diagnostic leads. Connect
diagnostic terminal leads together. Each code is repeated three times before the next code
sequence is displayed. The trouble codes will be repeated as long as the diagnostic terminals
are connected and the ignition is on. Remove fuse No. Two terminals A and C of this connector
are used to activate the diagnostic trouble code system in the ECM. With the ignition switch
turned On, engine Off, connect a jumper wire between terminals A and C. There will be a longer
pause and a code 12 will repeat two more times. This code indicates the self-diagnostic system
is operating. The cycle will then repeat until the engine is started or the ignition is switched Off.
Remove jumper wire from ALDL connector before starting engine. Reconnect jumper wire after
engine is running. A built-in, self diagnostic system will identify problems in the throttle body
fuel injection system. When the engine is started, the Check Engine light should turn off.. If the
light remains lit, the self diagnostic has detected a problem. Each DTC will flash three times
lowest to highest. On Trooper models to , the single wire diagnostic connectors are located
under the center console. On Trooper models the data link connector is located behind the
lower front of the instrument panel. On all models, turn the ignition switch to the On position.
Using a jumper wire, connect this terminal to ground. If a trouble code exist the lowest number
DTC will flash first. Each DTC will flash three times. After a fault has been corrected, remove the
ECM fuse or disconnect battery cables for 10 seconds. Disconnecting the battery ground cable
for 30 seconds or longer will clear all stored trouble codes from the ECM. Trouble Codes Isuzu
Check engine light trouble codes. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Entering Diagnostic Mode 1 Turn ignition on. Isuzu Check engine light trouble codes.
Amigo 2. Amigo 3. Ascender 4. Ascender 5. Axiom 3. Hombre 2. Hombre 4. Rodeo 2. Rodeo 3.
Stylus 1. Trooper 3. Used Isuzu Crosswind. Used Isuzu mu-X. Used Isuzu ELF. Used Isuzu
Alterra. Used Isuzu Trooper. Used Isuzu Fuego. Used Price P70, - P23,, Used Price P80, - P52,,
Used Price P70, - P1,, Used Price P, - P2,, Used Price P, - P5,, Used Price P, - P1,, Used Price
P85, hayward super pump motor wiring diagram
philips advance ballast wiring diagram
ariens st824 parts diagram
P, Used Price P90, - P, Used Price P78, - P1,, Used Price P80, P1, P2, Abarth ALL 5. Alfa Romeo
ALL Aston Martin ALL 9. Audi ALL Bentley ALL Bugatti ALL 2. Cadillac ALL Chana Chang'an
ALL 3. Chery ALL Chevrolet ALL Chrysler ALL Daewoo ALL Daihatsu ALL Dodge ALL Ferrari
ALL Fiat ALL 2. Ford ALL Foton ALL Geely ALL 4. Great Wall ALL 3. Haima ALL Holden ALL 2.
Honda ALL Hummer ALL Hyundai ALL Jaguar ALL Jeep ALL Jinbei ALL 1. Joylong ALL 1. Kia
ALL Lamborghini ALL Land Rover ALL Lexus ALL Lincoln ALL MG ALL Mahindra ALL Maserati
ALL Mazda ALL McLaren ALL 4. Mercedes-Benz ALL Mitsubishi ALL Nissan ALL Opel ALL
Peugeot ALL Porsche ALL Proton ALL 2. Renault ALL 5. Rolls-Royce ALL Scion ALL 1. Smart
ALL 3. SsangYong ALL Subaru ALL Suzuki ALL Toyota ALL Volkswagen ALL Volvo ALL Manual
Automatic Dual Clutch 0 Tiptronic 0. P3, Lazada. Used Isuzu Alterra Isuzu Alterra 3. Isuzu
Gemini Used Price P80, MPV Isuzu Crosswind Isuzu Hi Lander Truck SUV Pickup Isuzu Gemini
1. Sedan 1. Coupe 1. Now Loading

